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A. G. Sazykin 

THE COLLECTION OF MONGOLIAN MANUSCRIPTS 
AND XYLOGRAPHS IN THE ETHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM 

OF THE REPUBLIC OF TUY A IN KYZYL 

The collection of the Tuva Republic Ethnological Museum 
includes 938 Mongolian manuscripts and xylographs [!]. 
By the type of script this collection can be divided into two 
parts, the Oirat and the Mongolian. 

The Oirat part is represented by only eight manuscripts 
written in the Zaya-pandita "clear script". Most of these Oi
rat manuscripts are of a comparatively late date - not ear
lier than the beginning of the l 9th century. Only one of 
them (M-659/834) titled Blaman yurban baqsi birman yur
ban nas11/11 kuuken, which contains a record of one of the 
epic narratives about Chingis-khan [2]. can be dated to the 
l 8th century. 

In the Oirat part of the collection there is also a collec
tion of maxims ascribed to Chingis-khan, which is titled 
Oyouni liilkiiiir kemekzi sudur (M-658). Four manuscripts 
written in "clear script" are Buddhist treatises, including 
canonical X11111qt11 ol=oi dabxurlaqsan kemeku yeke ko/goni 
s11d11r (M-776) [3] in the Oirat Zaya-pandita translation; a 
collection of spells (dhiiral}is) Ekeyin =iirken tarni (M-835); 
a collection of works including a prayer of repentance and 
Buddhist precept in verse titled Man~vin tayi/buur (M-572) 
and finally a small didactic narrative GetUlgeqCi Pa
dambayin =okoqsan =iirzikiyin a/tan erikin kemeku fostir 
(M-280). 

Two Oirat manuscripts can be classified as books on 
fortune-telling. One of them Man=u5riy menggevin toli is a 
manual of astrology (M-884). the other - Sa=ayayin ke/eni 
s11d11r (M-657) - deals with omens. 

The Mongolian part of the collection including 930 
items can be divided into two parts: printed books (most of 
them xylographs) and manuscripts. Printed books may be 
subdivided. according to their origin. into Peking and 
Buryat xylographs and modem metaltype printed books. 

There are only 23 Peking xylographs in the collection. 
Almost all these are taken into account in the well-known 
work by W. Heissig [4]. Among them are: an edition of 
"Geser-khan epic" (M-621) [5]. Subhii~ita (M-130) [6]. and 
"The Hundred Thousand Songs ofMilarasba" (M-140) [7]. 

Some of the numerous Peking editions of the Buddhist 
canonical texts are represented. such as A/tan gereltzi 
(M-624. M-744) [8]: (M-141. M-915) [9]; (M-131) [10]. 
Pancarak~a (M-622. M-745) [I I]; (M-135/936) [12]. 
l'ligcr-1111 da/ai (M-139) [ 13]. 

There are also some treatises on medicine block
printed in Peking - Dorben undusun (M-137, M-625, 
M-626) [14] and Lhan-thabs (M-746) [15]. 

Among the well-known Peking editions of the collec
tion there is one neither described in the work by Heissig 
nor mentioned in any catalogues of Mongolian manuscripts 
and block-printed books. It contains a treatise from Ganjur 
titled in Mongolian (fol. I) - Naiman jayu-tu sudur 
orosiba and in Tibetan - Mdo-sde brgyad brgya-pa 
bzhugs-so. On folio 2b there is another Mongolian title of 
the work: Qutuy-tu do/oyan tegunCi/en iregsed-un erten-u 
irziger-un de/gerenggui ilyal nere/U yeke kolgen sudur 
(M-1) [16]. 

One Peking edition of this treatise was known before. 
According to Heissig, it appeared in 1736-173 7 [17]. 
But unlike the previously known xylograph contain
ing I 06 printed folios with no colophon by a Mongolian 
translator, the recently discovered book has I 0 I folios and 
a versified colophon, where its translator - Mani badr-a 
sagar-a (Mai:iibhadrasagara) and its editor - Bilig-iin dalai 
of Urat are mentioned, as well as its exact date -
1723 [18]. 

The Mongolian part of the collection also includes 50 
Buryat xylographs representing 44 editions of the second 
halfof the l 9th---early 20th century. 

Among the known and most fonnidable in volume 
Buryat xylographs we can mention comments on Cayan 
lingqus-un bay/ay-a (M-105) [19], Koke qoyolai-tu saran 
kokzige neretzi sibayun-u tuyuji (M-10 I, M-767) [20], 
Coyijid dagini-yin tuyuji (M-96, M-661) [21]. treatises 
from the Ganjur [22] and the Danjur [23], works of non
canonical Buddhist literature: Lam-rim chen-mo by 
bTsong-kha-pa (M-116) and a commentary on this work -
Bodhi mor-un jerge-dzir angqan-a oyun sudulqu (M-660), 
an illustra~ed edition of hymns Ariy-a-ba/o-a Noyoyan 
Dara eke Cayan Dara eke maytayal (M-97), a sennon by 
Padma Sambhava against wine-drinking (M-664) [24], the 
history of Buddhism in Mongolia - Degedu fosin erdeni 
ber Mongvol oron-i tzigegii/ugsen uy-i ujegiilzigsen 
(M-106) [25]. two grammar-books of the Mongolian lan
guage [26]. The rest are small. containing only several fo
lios. block printed booklets with Buddhist prayers, sennons 
and Mongolian primary textbooks. 
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Even among this modest number of Buryat xy
lographs (27) it turned possible to discover several editions 
represented neither in St. Petersburg nor in any other col
lections of Mongolian manuscripts and block-printed 
books. Most of these books only increase the number of the 
earlier known Buryat editions of certain works, like, for ex
ample, xylograph M-142: ltegel yabuyulqu-yin yosun, pub
lished in 1877 by uba~i Lubsan Badma (28], xylograph 
M-121: Degedii nom sanayulqu mdngke busu-yin nertii, or 
xylograph M-733: Amuyulang-tu Sukavadi-yin oron-dur 
tdrdl-i bariyCi iriiger degedii oron-u qayalyan-i negegci. 

There is, however, one xylograph in the Tuva Museum 
collection containing a number of treatises on the use of 
keeping Buddhist oaths, which we never happened to see 
before. This book (M-143) has no general title. It con
tains abstracts from the medical work lhan-thabs, from 
Subha!fila by Sakya-pandita and from the epistles of two 
saint Buddhist lamas (29). Doubtless interesting is one 
block-printed illustrated Mongolian primary textbook 
(M-470) which is missing, as far as I know, in other manu
script collections. 

Beside xylographs the Museum collection has two 
Buryat editions printed in the modem way. Both are miss
ing in all other collections of Mongolian manuscripts and 
xylographs known to us. One of them, Ecege eke-yin aCi 
qariyulqu yosun (M-682), is a translation from Tibetan 
by Buryat gelun Choijin (30], the other - canonical 
Qutuytu vajir-iyar oytoluyCi ner-e-tii yeke kolgen sudur 
(M-435) (31 ]. 

Neither of the two editions provide any information on 
the time and place of their origin. It is possible to suggest, 
nevertheless, that both were printed in the Atsagad datsan 
(monastery), where at the beginning of this century "a 
European-standard typography with movable letters was set 
up" (32). 

As we see, the Mongolian fund of the Tuva Museum 
includes 75 printed books. The remaining 855 items are 
manuscripts. Usually the abundance of manuscripts in any 
Mongolian fund definitely speaks in its favour, because the 
original examples of Mongolian literature - fiction, works 
on history, Mongolian versions of Jndo-Tibetan fairy-tales 
and legends, translations of Chinese novels - all these 
genres continued in manuscript tradition rather than in 
printed books. 

At the same time we must admit that in the Mongolian 
fund of the Museum there is not much to add to what we 
already know about Mongolian literature. It could be ex
plained by the fact that the Tuva Museum collection origi
nated not from a persistent quest of rare or valuable literary 
sources, as in the case of the collections of the Oriental 
faculty of the St. Petersburg University and of the early 
collections of the Mongol manuscripts and xylographs of 
the Manuscripts Fund of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies. 

The main part of the Mongolian collection (as well as 
of all other collections of the Museum manuscripts fund) 
was formed by manuscripts from the Buddhist monasteries 
of Tuva. Several private libraries included into the collec
tion were, as a rule, rather small; these contained mainly 
manuscripts dealing with the rites and daily activities of 
Lamaists. Some books came as gifts or were acquired from 
private owners. The origin of some of them is quite special. 
For example, in a note added to one of the manuscripts of 
"Comments on the Use of Diamond Sutra" (M-275) it is 

mentioned that "the book was donated by Kyrgoche Kek
oola on April 20, I 97 I. He found it in the Kurgurtuk cave, 
the site of Uzuk-chyl, by the Kargy river". 

The sources, from which the collection was formed, 
determined its contents. Most of the manuscripts are either 
manuals of Buddhist rites, Buddhist moral treatises 
or books dealing with daily economic and household 
activities. 

So far there are no traces of any chronicles or at least 
genealogical records. No records relating to administrative 
or legal practice are present. Translations from Chinese are 
represented by separate chapters of the novel about monk 
Tsi-gun (M-628). Its Mongolian version was very popular 
and this work is already well-known to Oriental schol
ars [33). 

Records of the Mongolian epic and folklore also do not 
contain anything new. Besides the Oirat version of one of 
the legends about Chingis-khan mentioned above, this sec
tion includes a manuscript of one of the chapters of the 
"Geser-khan epic" (M-729) and sixteen manuscripts of the 
didactic work Oyun-u tiilkegiir ("The Key of Reason") (34). 

The section of Tibeto-Mongolian narrative literature is 
also comparatively small, moreover that most of the manu
scripts contain works well-known by other copies, in large 
numbers present in many manuscript collections of the 
world. Among these are Subha!fita (M-133, M-527), 
"Comments on the Drop of Nectar Nourishing People" 
(M-535), "The Story of Gesne-khan" (M-132), 'The Story 
of Choijid-dakini" (M-94, M-95, M-301), 'The Story of 
Green Tara-eke" (M-65) and "The Story of White Tara
eke" (M-67, M-333). There are also several manuscripts of 
a later (including 22 chapters) Mongolian version of 
"Comments on the Use of Diamond Sutra" (M-147, M-44=!, 
M-758) [35). 

Of the original Mongol literary compositions "The 
Story ofNaranu-Gerel" (M-506, M-629) and "The Story of 
Giisii-lama" (M-89) are present in the collection, the last 
one - the only known manuscript besides those belonging 
to the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies collection [36). There is also the gnomic tale 
Cayasun Sibayun by Mongolian poet Ravjai (M-261, 
M-385). Well-represented are various "shaman" texts on 
rites and rituals (55 items). 

It covers practically the whole range of subjects distin
guished and classified by N. N. Poppe when describing 
similar manuscripts preserved in the St. Petersburg Branch 
of the Institute of Oriental Studies [3 7). 

Among the specific features of this collection is the 
abundance of manuscripts relating to the cult of lands and 
mountains, among them the mountains of the Altai range 
(M-174, M-305, M-308, M-639) and of Tannu (M-229, 
M-239, M-586, M-610, M-821 ). At the same time works 
describing the ritual of evoking the spirits of the dead [38], 
so widespread among the Buryat Shamans [39], are not rep
resented at al I. 

Another interesting feature is that in the Tuva collec
tion we managed to find only one manuscript describing 
rites connected with cattle-breeding: Aliba mal-un dalaly-a 
sudur (M-198), while works on hunting rituals are repre
sented by thirteen manuscripts dealing with the ritual of 
consecrating fowling bags - Tatifuy-a takiqu sudur 
(M-191, M-234, M-336, M-569, M-808), burning incense 
to the hunter's gun - Buu-yin sang-un sudur (M-190) [40], 
prayers to Manahan-tengri, the lord of wild beasts and the 
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patron of hunting - Manaqan lngri-yin sang-un sudur 
(M-227, M-247, M-248, M-334, M-531, M-581) [41 ]. 

Even more extensive is the section of Buddhist cult and 
ritual literature. It includes such well-known Buddhist ritual 
textbooks as Bar-do 1hos-gros ("The Book of the Dead"), 
represented by numerous manuscripts, as well as by 
printed versions (M-215, M-221, M-481, M-747, M-763, 
M-778) [42], "The Rites of the Worship of the Seven 
Buddhas" (M-85, M-748) [43], and a dozen more books of 
the same kind. Especially numerous are records of prayers, 
hymns, spells, etc. used in Buddhist ritual practice. There 
are about 170 similar short texts in the Mongolian fund of 
the Tuva Museum. 

Like in the previous case, it should be mentioned that, 
while some compositions are represented by a large number 
of manuscripts, the whole repertoire of this part of the col
lection is rather limited. Thus half of the 84 manuscripts 
with Buddhist prayers contain liege/ [44], "the first door 
leading to Buddhism", as it is defined by Buddhist preach
ers. Eight manuscripts contain prayer Yum ciing-iin quriy
angyui [45], and six manuscripts - Arban burqan-11 lang
garay (M-4, M-150, M-570, M-616, M-617, M-656). 

This specific feature becomes even more evident when 
we survey the manuscripts of Buddhist hymns (maytaya/), 
where of forty six manuscripts fifteen include "Hymn 
to All Buddhas" [46], twelve - "Hymn to Boddhisattva 
Mafijusri" [47] and eleven - "Hymn to White Tara
eke" [48]. 

Among the books of spells (33 manuscripts) most con
tain abstracts from gZungs-bsdus - a collection of spells 
many times published in Peking [49]. Of the great number 
of spells, which became a part of the literary heritage of the 
peoples of Central Asia, and which they considered to be an 
effective remedy from all kinds of evil, we most often come 
across spells against malicious slander - Qara kele ama-yi 
amurliyuluyCi larni (M-60, M-195, M-452) [50], spells 
striking the enemy - Yeke kiiciilii a/Ian q11yay (M-20, M-
173, M-364, M-484, M-602, M-683) [51], and spells pro
tecting cattle from diseases - Rimanda lerigiilen morin-u 
jiryuyanjiiil (M-226, M-240, M-243, M-564, M-824) [52]. 

Canonical Buddhist literature in the Tuva manuscript 
collection is represented by voluminous copies of well
known Peking xylograph editions of O!iger-iin da/ai 
(M-755) [53] and Thar-pa chen-po (M-81) [54]. There is, 
however, a manuscript containing the text of Thar-pa chen
po translated by Altan-Gerel-ubasi, which is rare and never 
been published in Peking (M-777) [55]. 

The rest are short canonical compositions in large 
numbers present in all Mongolian manuscript collections. 
Of the texts included into Ganj11r most numerous are Bilig 
baramid (14 copies) [56], VCir-iyar oytaluyci (I I cop
ies) [57], Cayan .\:ikiirlei ( 11 copies) [58], and Bodisadova
yin unal namancilal (10 copies) [59). 

Non-canonical dogmatic Buddhist literature and com
mentaries are represented only by several manuscripts, 
among them lam-rim chen-mo (M-136) and comments on 
it (M-652), a copy of an Urga xylograph describing the 
Buddhist paradise (M-765) [60), as well as several manu
scripts commenting on the formula "6m ma-r:ii pad-me 
hum" (Mongolian spelling of the Sanskrit formula) (M-289, 
M-471, M-491, M-918). 

Works on Buddhist ethics and didactic literature are 
represented much better. There are works already known 
by St. Petersburg collections, like Kiimiin-ii nom surtayal 

bayarlan quramlayci kemekii (M-654, M-734, M-916) - a 
didactic work (s11rya/) written in 1830 by Alasan lharamba 
Agvang Dandar, or didactic work composed in the genre of 
a conversation between an old man and a youth: Ebiigen 
jalayu qoyar iigiileldiigsen iigen-ii tobCi (M-906). There 
are also sermons by Padma Sambhava composed in the 
form of siislra: Boyda Pa-damba blam-a-yin jokiyaysan 
a/Ian erike nerelii Jiastir (M-152, M-877) and his sermon on 
the evil of drunkenness - Arikin-u namtar nomlaysan 
Sasilar(M-90, M-91, M-92, M-93, M-145) [61]. 

Among the didactic works not represented in the 
St. Petersburg collections is one more sermon by Padma 
Sambhava: Badma Sambau-a baysi ber Bs6ng-s11dubCing 
qayan-u nomlaysan .\:asitar (M-326, M-390, M-501, 
M-588, M-699) and two treatises on the influence of one's 
action on his future incarnations: Tngri-yin kobegiin iiile-yi 
biiliigegCi ber qoyilu amitan-u uqayan-u qarangyui-yi ar
ilyan negegci nerelii sudur (M-416, M-487, M-749, M-856, 
M-898) and Ariyun oron-du kodolkii ary-a-yi sudur 
(M-206, M-592, M-761 ). 

Some other sermons present in the Tuva collection, like 
Turban erdeni-yin suryayuli nerelii s11dur (M-41, M-852, 
M-860, M-933), lobon-midjid-dorji-yin suryal (M-509, 
M-879), lisieati qayan-11 suryayuli (M-51 ), are also miss
ing in St. Petersburg. In Tuva the only known record, the 
sermon on the evil of tobacco-smoking by RJe-bcun dam
pa Khutukhtu of Urga, is preserved (M-325) [62]. 

The genre of epistles-prophecies of Buddhist saint 
(lama), which became especially popular among the Mon
gol peoples in the late l 9th--early 20th centuries [ 63 ], is 
represented in the Tuva collection by 28 items. Prophecies 
of this kind were usually circulated in manuscript form 
[64), block-prints are very rare. In the Tuva collection there 
is one copy of the printed book titled Dalai blam-a Tal
sangfamso-yin ayiladuysan lujung (M-504), printed in 
Mongolia in 1922 [65]. It contains one of the epistles of the 
seventh Dalai-lama ( 1708-1757). 

It should be noted that this is the only sample of an 
epistle by the head of the Tibetan Church found in the col
lection. There are also several copies of prophecies by 
!Cang-skya Khutukhtu of Peking - langjiy-a quluytu-yin 
larqaysan jarliy (M-279, M-400, M-401, M-584, M-823, 
M-854, M-866). Other manuscripts contain prophecies by 
RJe-bcun dam-pa Khutukhtu of Urga [66]. 

Hagiographic literature is represented by only two 
manuscripts. One of these (M-743) is the life of Padma 
Sambhava [67), the other (M-756) - the life of NeyiJi
toyin [68). 

Buddhist cosmological literature is represented by three 
manuscripts of Ciqula kereglegci (M-82, M-237, M-711) 
and by two copies of Byarong Ka-s6r s11buryan-11 tuyuji 
(M-71, M-739) - a description of Buddhist holy places. 

One of the special features of the Mongolian manu
script fund of the Tuva Museum is the considerable amount 
of various reference-books, including books on astrology 
and fortune-telling, textbooks on philology and medicine, 
which make up almost a half of the whole fund. 

The largest section is "Astrology. Fortune-telling. 
Omens". It includes 290 items. To the same kind of litera
ture belong calendars (8 manuscripts), which usually con
tain astrological data, and instructions on composing calen
dars. This section includes only manuscripts, even such a 
popular astrological reference-book as Eldeb kereg-tii qas 
qayureay known in many Peking editions [69] is present 
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there only in manuscript form (M-653, M-772, M-773, 
M-775, M-864, M-873). Of the astrological treatises the 
most popular were those dealing with the influence of solar 
and lunar eclipses on human fortune, for example, Nara 
sara baraydaqu-yi ujekii sudur (M-23. M-413), and Nara 
sara iikiikii-yin iir-e-yi iijegiilkii sudur (M-44, M-277, 
M-411, M-414, M-872, M-929), or describing the position 
of stars and planets - Doloyan yaruy-un sudur (M-415, 
M-448, M-528, M-545, M-829, M-919, M-920). There are 
many books containing lists of lucky and unlucky days, 
months and years (70]. 

Books on fortune-telling describe its different forms: 
divination by ram's shoulder-blades - Da/ua-[n]u td/ge
yin sudur (M-47, M-709), by black and white stones -
Cilayun belgedekii (M-909), Siluyun-u td/ge (M-483), by 
beads - Dar-a eke-yin egiiden-ece eriken-ii tdlge (M-48, 
M-327) and by lots - Lhamo-yin (Coytu Okin lngri-yin) 
foo yeke kolgen sudur (M-341, M-393, M-442, M-492, 
M-539, M-549, M-674, M-688, M-706), fortune-telling by 
means of five coins - Ariy-a-balo-yin tabun joyos-un 
td/ge-yin sudur (M-740) and nine coins - Yisiin joyos-un 
merige-yi /us /us orsiyulbai (M-177), by the six syllables of 
the "6m ma-r:ii pad-me hum" formula - Mani-yin tolge 
sudur (M-9, M-178, M-179, M-373, M-486, M-926) and by 
the eight combinations (kulil) - Naiman kiilil-iin iijel-iin 
sudur [71). 

There are many manuscripts explaining various omens. 
The most popular way of divination was by croaking of 
crows and magpies: Keriy-e fayajayai-yin kelen medekii 
sudur [72), by birds' flight and dogs' barking (M-339), by 
the trembling of human body's parts: Bey-e tataqu-yi ujekii 
sudur (M-358, M-379, M-812). 

There are also dream-books: leguden-ii sayin mayu-yi 
ujekii sudur (M-161, M-170, M-251, M-270, M-412), Yeke 
mergenjegiiden tayilbur (M-412, M-447, M-718) [73) and 
lists of evil omens: Nayan nige mayu iru-a iijekii sudur 
(M-236, M-237, M-498, M-701, M-702, M-784, M-838). 

All these astrological and fortune-telling books deal 
with a variety of subjects. First of all, it is one's destiny in 
the present rebirth and in the future reincarnations - there 
is a whole series of texts dealing with the fortunes of the 
dead: Erdeni-lii a/tan saba [74). Most of the manuscripts, 
however, consider the problems connected with the every
day life of nomadic cattle-breeder. 

There are reference-books explaining how to distin
guish various sorts of soil and water: I'ajar-yin sinji sudur 
(M-80, M-320, M-372, M-496, M-717, M-862), divination 
about lost property and cattle: Adayusun ma/ ed tavar jo
baysan iijekii sudur (Tabun daginis-un mergen sayin iijel-

iin sudur) [75], on the days appropriate for wooing and 
marriage: Beriyin iijel (M-253, M-837, M-848). 

Other questions considered in the fortune-telling books 
are lucky and unlucky days for travelling (M-18), for 
shearing and castrating cattle - Mai imnekii jasaqu-yi 
iijekii sudur (M-296, M-465), trimming child's hair - Osiin 
abqu-yin ediir iijekii sudur (M-155, M-156, M-497), 
trade - Qudaldu qudalduqui ediir inu (M-849) and many 
other aspects of life. 

The section "Philology" is comparatively small and 
rather monotonous. It includes mainly Mongolian primary 
textbooks (60 items). There is just one manuscript with the 
ali-gali alphabet invented in 1587 by Ayusi-giisi to tran
scribe foreign words - Qadamal-un gyali iisiig biirin-e 
tegiis orosiba (M-555). Mongolian works on grammar are 
also represented by only one manuscript of firuken-ii tolta
yin tayilburi (M-900). 

Manuscripts containing works on medicine are 
few. Besides separate chapters extracted from Ddrben 
iindiisiin [76) there are two copies of block-printed Peking 
edition of the work on pharmacopoeia Biikiine tusalaqu 
e/deb ]iii/ em-iin nayiraly-a (M-39, M-770) [77), several 
therapeutic reference-books: Degedii yeke otaCisun qayan 
Dgon-mc6g Bandar-un jokiyaysan jayun ekitii gun narin 
ubadis-a-yin iige (M-547, M-630), Aliba em dom-un Jui/ 
(M-6, M-541, M-591 ), and abstracts on the treatment of 
certain diseases: Aliba Ciken-ii em-iin nayiraly-a (M-204), 
Nidiin ebedCin-i anayaqu ary-a (M-840, M-938). 

Summing up our survey of the Mongolian manuscripts 
and xylographs in the Tuva Museum, it should be men
tioned that it does not, of course, give a complete picture of 
the spread of Mongolian literature among the population of 
Tuva. On the evidence of its contents we may just make a 
preliminary conclusion that of literary works in Mongolian 
the most widely circulated were "folk Buddhist" treatises 
including didactic works, narratives and moral essays, as 
well as various reference books covering many aspects of 
everyday life, economy, rites and religion of the population 
ofTuva. 

There is still much to be done to reconstruct the history 
of the literary culture of Tuva, to understand the character 
of its connections with the neighbouring Mongolian peo
ples and to estimate its contribution to the culture of Central 
Asia. 

This publication is just one step on the way of explor
ing the literary heritage accumulated in Tuva during the 
past centuries. Tibetan and Tibeto-Mongolian manuscripts 
and xylographs of the Tuva Museum are still waiting to be 
investigated. 
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